
PETER CONNELLY ANNOUNCES ALL-NEW
TOMB RAIDER: THE DARK ANGEL SYMPHONY
KICKSTARTER CAMPAIGN
Legendary Tomb Raider™ Composer Announces Fan-Driven Kickstarter Campaign to Bring Beloved
Videogame Soundtrack to Life!

LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM, November 8, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- London, England –
November 7th, 2018, – Peter Connelly, legendary video game composer and sound designer,
best known for his incredible work on the Tomb Raider™ franchise, announced today a brand
new crowdfunding campaign (via Kickstarter) with the intention of producing Tomb Raider: The
Dark Angel Symphony, a studio album featuring the music from Tomb Raider: The Last
Revelation™, Tomb Raider: Chronicles™ and, most excitingly of all, Tomb Raider: The Angel of
Darkness™.

Organised entirely by a dedicated group of dedicated, die-hard Tomb Raider™ fans, this all-new
Kickstarter campaign is backed by world-class names within the music industry.

For nearly 20 years, Connelly and Tomb Raider™ fans have dreamed of hearing these beloved
musical scores on a fully mastered studio album. Now, thanks to the crowd-funding power of
Kickstarter, they have their chance to realise this dream. This campaign is running now until
11:59pm on December 3rd, 2018 and can be seen here: http://kickstarter.trdarkangel.com/.

No mere lazy copy of the original game scores, the new album with remain faith faithful to the
Tomb Raider scores that fans cherish but will be totally transformed and rearranged using state-
of-the-art techniques and professional audio engineers, simply not available or practical when
the games were being designed some 15–20 years ago. Connelly intends to bring the musical
compositions and recordings up to date and provide the listener, not only a sense of nostalgia,
but with a whole new experience of this familiar and much-loved Tomb Raider music.

For those craving the original audio compositions, the original versions of Connelly’s pieces will
also be made available, properly remastered and beautifully presented, to tie-in with the new
orchestral album so that fans can enjoy the original scores in the best possible quality.

Kindly sanctioned by Square Enix® Europe and Crystal Dynamics®, Tomb Raider: The Dark Angel
Symphony has been in development for two years, uniquely driven and arranged entirely by
those who love the franchise the most: “By the fans, for the fans”!

Tomb Raider: The Dark Angel Symphony will be recorded at the prestigious Air Lyndhurst
Studios, London. This cutting-edge studio has the perfect facilities to achieve the album’s
ambitious production requirements.

Artwork, promotional material, pledge rewards, websites and social media feeds, pamphlets and
miscellany are also being produced by Connelly’s team. Backers of the Kickstarter campaign will
have the chance to obtain rare and sought-after Tomb Raider merchandise and exclusive
memorabilia.
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